
On exhibit here are examples of two loudspeakers that 
were  considered appropriate to use with the 1929/1930 

Telefunken 30W receiver.

1. A Telefunken product, the Arcophon 3 first available in
1928 with an unusual sound radiator.  1930 price 73 RM

2. A Philips product, the lowest cost cone speaker in their 
product line.  Available in various countries under 

different names…. The “Konus”, the “Heptagonal”, etc.
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Telefunken “Arcophon 3” 
loudspeaker available for the first 
series of Telefunken brand receivers 
to have a pentode output tube.  
The Arcolette (battery powered) 
then mains powered 3w, in 1929 the 
30W and finally the T-31W.

1930 price 73 RM

The radiating 
structure is very 
different from 
most, but I see 
precedent in the 
American 
Dictogrand R-50 
circa 1926.
But the
Arcophon3 
sounds better.



This speaker has dual half-cylinder radiators made of 
phenolic impregnated paper rather than the usual round 
paper cone.  The claim was that the ‘ordinary’ free edge 

cone works over a 4 to 4 ½ octave range while the 
Arcophon 3 produces useful tones over 6 octaves!



Pin driver mechanism attaches 
at the middle of the two 

cylinder half’s.  

Vibrating reed moves less than 
5 thousandths of an inch.

Switch selected capacitor 
provides treble cut to make 

bass sound seem louder.



This is the radiator in this 
example on display.  The lower 
cylindrical radiator only has 2/3 
of the surface as the rigid 
phenolic impregnated paper.  
The white(yellow) material is not 
as rigid.  I presume that this is 
supposed to improve high 
frequency response.  No 
examples of this radiator 
version are found on Web 
searches.  I think it may have 
been an early design.  This 
speaker does sound much 
better in the low frequencies.

The top and bottom radiators 
are identical on the next model 
of 1931, the Arcophon 5.



When acquired, several repairs 
had been made.  Cabinet shrank 
and split laterally and crosswise.  
Repairs made with unknown glue 
that failed at points.  Corners 
broken away and new wood 
grafted but not well done.  
Overspray with unknown coating.  

New repairs attempted.  At least 
it is better than it was.

Grill cloth is not original but 
vintage.  Probably Italian.  
Original is a plain silver Rayon 
fabric of somewhat coarse 
weave.



A popular and appropriate ‘third party’ speaker 
to use with the Telefunken 30W receiver.

The Philips “Konus” Loudspeaker.  The lowest cost 
Philips loudspeaker.  First offered with a plain 
parchment cone and later with various pseudo-
random color schemes.

Bakelite frame.  Pin driver mechanism without 
adjustment.  High impedance to be driven directly 
from a pentode audio tube.

Only 39.50 RM – 54% the cost of the Arcophon 3 
but much less bass response.



In various markets 
these speakers were 
marketed under 
various names.  In 
France, the 
“Heptagonal” in 
Germany the “Konus”


